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Please share your success stories, recipes,
banting restaurant reviews, tips, questions
and concerns with us on info@loseit.co.za,
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to hearing your insights and experiences!
To pre-order issues of LOSE IT! email Julian Padua at
julian.padua@media24.com or call him on (021) 408 1291.
Volume 1&2 sold out. To download a digital version
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To subscribe to LOSE IT! call 087 740 1029 (office
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cooler weather brings with it
a few of our favourite things.
Evenings spent huddled around
the fireplace. Staying in, cooking slow food with friends
and family – sharing golden roasts, moreish stews and
warming broths packed with flavour… We could go on!
Luckily, the collection of 40 hearty new recipes in this
volume of LOSE IT! will send you straight to low-carb
foodie heaven.
Our broths and nutrient-dense stews made with real,
unprocessed ingredients not only win on flavour, but are
also part of how you can improve your gut bacteria, says
Dr Schoonbee, on page 20.
Gut health is always on our radar, but especially
during winter: Sally-Ann Creed calls it ‘the seat of our
immune system’. Rightly so, as it has a major impact
on how we absorb nutrients and minerals, and on how
we fight disease. Gut health can even affect our mood and
mental health – yet another reason we’ll be sipping on
gut-healing bone broth and adding probiotic foods like
sauerkraut, kimchi and yoghurt to our winter dishes.
Another issue that’s on our radar is autoimmune
disease (AD) as its prevalence seems to be increasing
at an alarming rate. Once again, good gut bacteria come
into play, with a vital role in protecting us against, or
managing, AD.
As you’ll read in this issue, the low-carb lifestyle
(specifically, cutting out sugar and grains) helps heal
a leaky gut, a common trigger of AD. It also lowers
inflammation, which is a key player in most diseases.
A powerful reminder that this is the best – and most
delicious – way to eat for better health.
All that, plus the Vosloo family’s inspiring story of
how going low-carb drastically improved their health,
and the Vulcan of Africa sailing crew’s amazing success
during the Cape2Rio yacht race, will keep you inspired,
warm and on track till the next issue of LOSE IT! hits
the shelves on 31 July.

‘Let’s do this!’
Until next time
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health

BY: ANNA RICH

LCHF
NEWS
There’s more to

good health than
the way you eat.

BEEF
UP on

quality GOING
When you’re choosing the cut
of meat for your supper, you’re
hoping to hit the mark in terms
of tenderness, juiciness and
flavour. Some of the measures
used to grade meat are its
age, the extent of marbling
and colour of the fat. And, of
course, premium quality meat
comes at a premium price.
So when you’re weighing it
up, you do wonder whether
it really makes that much
difference. Well, taste and
tenderness aside, research
from Texas Tech University
published in the Meat Science
journal showed that there was
an increase in connectivity in
certain areas of the brain after
eating high quality steak. Ups
the ‘stakes’ a bit, doesn’t it?
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GREEN

In winter, that steaming cup of coffee
becomes even more appealing, but the
bonus is it’s actually good for you! A
natural weight-loss aid with no added
sugars, Skinny Green Coffee has thermogenic properties, forcing the body to burn
more calories to bring the temperature
back to normal. Besides, it contains
antioxidants that fight free radicals
caused by stress, pollution and smoke.
Lastly, it boosts your energy too! Visit
www.futurethis.co.za

Giveaway!
Win one of three Futurethis
hampers containing four cartons
of Skinny Green Coffee.
EACH HAMPER IS WORTH R1000.
HOW TO ENTER: SMS the keyword SKINNY, along with
your full name, physical or postal address and email
address to 33403. SMSes cost R1,50. Free SMSes don’t
apply. CLOSING DATE: 30 July 2017. For competition rules,
and terms and conditions, turn to page 83.

In The Village Effect: Why Faceto-Face Contact Matters, author
Susan Pinker shares several
research findings from the past
decade or so that show that our
relationships play as large a role
in our survival as physical activity
and the right diet:
• If you have an active social
life, you’ll recover faster from an
illness than if you’re a solitary
soul, say researchers.
• A University of California study
that followed 3 000 women with
breast cancer found that those
with a network of friends were
four times more likely to survive
than those with few friends.
• Social contact switches on and
off the genes that control our immune response to cancer and the
speed at which tumours grow. (A
2007 UCLA study was the first to
discover this, says Pinker.)
• A study of almost 17 000 French
workers showed that their social
involvement was a good way of
predicting who would be alive by
the end of the decade.
So if the Green Day line ‘I walk
alone’ resonates, it might just be
time for a rethink. ■
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‘LCHF HELPED
OUR WHOLE
FAMILY
attain better
health!’

NOW
Cornia and
Mathys Vosloo
flirted with
paleo but didn’t
commit to low
carb until their
daughter Miela
was born with
severe allergies.
Now they’re
enjoying all the
health – and
other – benefits.

inspiration

AS TOLD TO: MARLI MEYER

‘W

e heard about
paleo and
the low-carb
way from a
colleague in
2011. We did
some research and it seemed to be
the best “diet” for us as it excluded gluten, which causes problems
for me. Mark’s Daily Apple was
the first blog I read. I thought
it was a little extreme but I now
realise it was because I didn’t
understand the science.
After that, we tried to follow a
more gluten-free diet, although we
didn’t actually commit to paleo.
In 2014, everything changed.
Our daughter Miela was born
prematurely with a high infection
count. But we were optimistic,
and set out to enjoy our bundle
of joy. When we introduced
solids, however, she seemed to be
constantly sick. She had ongoing
fever, with diarrhoea, vomiting,
constipation and skin rashes. The
paediatricians were as in the dark
as we were.
After several hospital stays and
biopsies, Miela was diagnosed
with EO (eosinophilic oesophagitis), a syndrome characterised
by severe food and environmental allergies and autoimmune
problems. We had to make a real
change in our lifestyle to give
Miela the best chance of being
healthy and growing up strong.
Around the same time, I was
diagnosed with Hirschsprung’s
disease. In simple terms, the
disease occurs when the nerve
cells in the colon don’t form

‘We had to make a
real change in our
lifestyle to give Miela
the best chance of
being healthy and
growing up strong.’

BEFORE

completely, resulting in limited
peristalsis. I suffered from chronic
constipation, bloating, fatigue,
weight gain and severe acid reflux.
I was taking laxatives and antacid
medication daily. My weight was
climbing, and I seemed destined
to struggle with weight and associated problems for life.
Changing our diet wasn’t
easy, as everyone around us was
still eating carb-dense foods.
We started buying gluten-free
products but didn’t know to check
the actual ingredients. As we now
realise, gluten-free does not mean
low carb. We also excluded white
sugar from our coffee and meals,
but didn’t check ingredients in
store-bought products, and we
continued to enjoy fruit.

In July 2016, we
finally jumped in,
boots and all. We
hadn’t done too well
till then, so we looked
to Banting Buddies
coach Merle Westcott’s
online course for help. We developed a meal plan with options
for breakfast, lunch, supper and
snacks for a week, all from the
green list. We stocked up on fresh
veggies and cleared our cupboards
of all high-carb temptations. And
we ensured that we always had
something in the fridge to snack
on if hunger struck – egg muffins
with homemade mayo were our
standby anytime snack or quick
breakfast. After the first week,
we also made a few LCHF freezer
meals for when we were too busy
to cook.
The first two weeks were
tough. Even though we believed
we’d been following a reasonably
healthy lifestyle, we suffered from
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CORNIA’S TOP TIPS
FOR GOING LCHF
AS A FAMILY

• Don’t buy processed food. If you have only
LCHF-friendly food at home, nothing can tempt the
family to ‘cheat’ • Start following blogs or websites
dedicated to the LCHF lifestyle • Engage with the
science, and keep tuned in to the benefits • Educate
your children about the effects of sugar and grains
on the body • Don’t simply ban things, as this will
ultimately give them ‘forbidden fruit’ appeal – offer
alternatives, and explain why they’re better options
• Prepare food as a family – children are often more
enthusiastic about food if they’ve had a hand in
making it • Meal prep is essential to make sure you
always have a meal or snack ready for when you
have limited time or energy • Keep LCHF treats on
hand. Fat bombs or coconut fudge are great, and
can be kept in the freezer.
“carb flu”. Symptoms included
headaches, lack of energy and
brain fog. But our meal plan saved
the day, as it helped us stay on
track and gave us clear direction.
Our daughter, now three, also
follows an LCHF lifestyle, with
some adjustments. She’s allergic
to eggs, dairy, tomatoes, bovine
protein and nuts, so many of the
banting treats and meals are off
limits. We draw on the “sometimes” list (sweet potato, butternut, carrots) so her meals have
some variety and fun. We don’t
limit her meal sizes, and we allow
her fruit (mainly strawberries)
when she asks for it.
Even before our daughter’s
food allergies had been identified,
we avoided sugar and processed
food. She’s used to real food. But
with her exposure to “ordinary”
food, things became more challenging. We try to help her
understand her allergies, and
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teach her about foods that are
bad for your body, like sugar.
The most challenging part of
raising a child on an LCHF
diet is the criticism from other
parents who are unsupportive, and who believe we are
depriving our child of a
“normal” childhood.
It’s hard to pinpoint the
exact moment when we
started to feel healthier. We
noticed we were getting up
earlier in the mornings without
feeling tired, our concentration
was better, and we had more

‘The most
challenging part
of raising a child on
an LCHF diet is the
criticism from
other parents who
are unsupportive.’

energy in the evening. We both
felt our mood improve and we
were less inclined to feel irritated
after a long day at the office. I
knew I was getting healthier when
the constant hunger disappeared
and I could go for 12 hours without eating, yet still have energy.
I also stopped needing to take
antacids. I still suffer from
occasional constipation, but it’s
nothing compared to before.
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When we started this lifestyle,
weight loss was the last thing on
our minds, and the health benefits
were our main focus. Still, we are
happy about the weight we’ve
managed to shed: since we started
the diet, I’ve lost 8.5kg, 10cm
around my waist, 9cm around my
hips and 7cm around my chest.
My husband has lost 6kg, 6cm
around his waist, 6cm around his
hips and 4cm around his chest.
And Miela has managed to pick
up 1.5kg over the last year, which
is a great achievement.
LCHF has truly helped Miela
develop into the active little girl
she is today. At the time of her
diagnosis, her immune system
was very weak and she was underweight. A dietician helped us
develop a balanced LCHF menu
for her, and after an initial adjustment period, she showed almost
immediate improvement. She
slowly started to gain weight, her
constant battle with candida (due
to sugar – even from fruit) ended,
and her immune system is slowly
recovering. The greatest achievement is that we could keep her off
all medication for an entire year
without any major setbacks.
I’ve always been semi-active,
playing club netball. Since changing our lifestyle, we both have
more energy and try to work out
at home (HIIT training) twice a
week. I still play netball twice a
week and can already see a difference in my game.
Now, we tend to eat just two
meals a day, though Miela has
three. She has protein, vegetables
and fat with every meal. I pack
her school lunches, so we have
complete control of what she eats.

We’re lucky: she loves
avocado and cucumber.
Her favourite meal is
chicken with avocado and
cucumber slices.
Most days, we have
brunch – leftovers from
the night before, or boiled
eggs with homemade
mayo and vegetables such
as cucumber, tomatoes
and mushrooms. Chicken livers
are also a favourite in our household, as is chia porridge. Supper
is protein (chicken, fish, lamb
or venison) with vegetables like
broccoli, cauliflower or courgettes.
When Mathys and I eat beef, we
substitute it with lamb or venison

‘The greatest
achievement is that
we could keep her off
all medication for an
entire year without
any major setbacks.’
for Miela. Because of her allergies, we avoid nuts and dairy, but
Mathys and I do enjoy our cream
coffee from time to time.
I love preparing our freezer meals, so we always have a
selection of readymade food. I
have courgette lasagne, meatballs,
coconut chicken and curry in the
freezer right now. We also love
bone broth, and make big batches
that we freeze in individual portions. We enjoy it as either a snack
or meal.
Do we miss carbs and sugar?
The answer is easy – no. We have
learnt to make delicious low-carb
treats (mug cakes, pancakes,
cheese cake, coconut fudge) to

Non-scale
victories include:
• Decrease in constipation
• No indigestion/heartburn
• No bloating or stomach
cramps
• Clear skin
• More energy
• Weight gain for Miela
(a truly major
achievement)
• Improved sleep
• Kicking my chewing 		
gum habit
• No more cravings or
constant snacking
• No more hospital stays
(for Miela)
• No chronic medication
(for Miela)
• Enjoyment of whole,
healthy food
• Improved concentration
and work output.
snack on when we do feel like
something sweet.
With winter approaching, we
may start to have more cravings.
Much of the time, however, I
believe we crave something only
when we are bored. Bone broth
and biltong are my favourite
“anti-craving” tools.’ ■
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best idea this month
BY: JAMIE DAY

THIS MONTH’S
MIRACLE INGREDIENT:

MUSHROOMS
m

any of us
toss mushrooms
into salads, add them to
quiches or replace burger
buns with the large
brown ones (delicious!)
– and a good thing, too.
These fascinating fungi
are a great source of
protein; antioxidants
such as selenium, which
helps to prevent cell
damage; and copper,
a mineral that aids in
red blood cell production.
Here are more reasons
you should consciously
add these four favourites
to your diet.
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WHITE/
BUTTON
(INCLUDES
PORTOBELLOS AND
CREMINIS)
Varying in colour
from white to light
brown, white or button
mushrooms boast
several benefits. They
play a role in reducing
inflammation in
arterial cells – thereby
lowering the risk of
heart disease –
and have immuneboosting properties
that enable the body
to better respond
to viruses or cancer
cells. They’re also
high in copper (good
for heart health), as
well as vitamins B, C,
D2 and other necessary minerals.
Enjoy these delicious
mushrooms raw,
cooked or dried.

OYSTER

These bioactive
mushrooms offer

major health benefits.
Not only does the
beta-glucan
component of
oyster mushrooms
boost immunity, the
mushrooms are also
high in protein, fibre
and iron, and contain
essential minerals like
copper, potassium
and selenium, as well
as vitamins C, D2, B1,
B3, B5 and B12. And
don’t let the velvety,
delicate appearance
fool you – the oyster
mushroom has been
found to be a strong
contender in the fight
against cancer and
HIV: the International
Journal of Oncology
found two molecular
mechanisms in oyster
mushroom extracts
that seem to inhibit
the growth of both colon and breast cancer.
When it comes to HIV,
a study funded by the
National Centre for
Complementary and
Alternative Medicine

found that HIV-positive patients benefited
from wood-grown,
freeze-dried oyster
mushrooms.
These mushrooms
are delicious sautéed
in butter and served
on a bed of zoodle
‘pasta’.

ENOKI

Particularly common
in Asian cooking,
enoki mushrooms
look a bit like bean
sprouts and contain
many of the vitamins
and minerals found
in oyster mushrooms.
They’re a source of
conjugated linoleic
acid (CLA), which is
usually found in meat
and assists in body
fat reduction. The
dietary fibre lowers
cholesterol, improves
metabolic function
and balances blood
sugar levels.
Enokis crisp up really
nicely – add them
to a sweet-and-spicy

Asian salad or your
favourite soup for
extra crunch.

SHIITAKE

They may be small
but they’re incredibly
potent. Studies have
found these little guys
to have anti-tumour,
cholesterol-lowering
and antiviral properties. Plus, this meaty,
flavourful mushroom
is also an excellent
source of vitamin D2
and does a terrific job
of fighting infection.
According to a study
by the University of
Florida, a daily 113g
serving of cooked
shiitakes resulted in
better-functioning
gamma delta T-cells,
improved immune
system functioning,
and a reduction in
inflammatory proteins.
You can enjoy
shiitake mushrooms
with meat dishes or
use them to enhance
sauces. ■
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There are literally
thousands of species
of mushrooms.
And while only
a handful is used
for medicinal and
cooking purposes,
these fungi pack
a mighty punch
with their immuneboosting properties
and rich umami
flavour.

